administrative records, x-ray distribution, meal tray delivery, and certain emergency room applications.
The first AIV was installed at Lahey Clinic in Burlington, Mass. Lab Rover was beta tested for one year and has been "on line" for an additional 2 years.
INTRODUCTION:
During the past 18 months, Cyberotics embarked upon a program that allows for manufacturing cost reduction, expanded intelligence, navigation enhancement, and improved appearance. This resulted in Cyber V, the latest achievement in a technology which represents over 10 years of research and development.
OPERATION:
The vehicle's motion and steering is provided by a velocity controlled, differential wheel drive. Main power for all systems is supplied by a pair of high capacity batteries. The vehicle operates for a minimum of an eight (8) hour period. The power package is designed for easy replacement .
The "on board' computer works in conjunction with ultra-sonic and infrared sub-system, to navigate freely throughout the work environment. The AIV does this without the use of wires, or floor tapes. It is completely flexible and can be programmed to navigate a defined delivery route_ It is capable of accepting instructions, manually through the control panel keyboard, or through a digital radio communications link. Additionally, a complete operational status can be acquired through the RF link.
Infrared beacons at key locations communicate to the vehicle, instructing it to stop, turn, or sound an audible arrival signal to area personnel. If there is no one to unload the vehicle, it "times out* and, again continues with its assigned tasks.
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HANDLING:
The work surface of the vehicle may be optionally divided into spaces for degrees. An eight bit 16K OSI computer provides all the computing power_ While crude by today's standard, it indicated that the approach had promise.
One particular problem to overcome is in the acoustic vision. Elimination of false echoes, mirror effects and cross talk were of particular
concern. An open loop wheel drive, a natural language processor, and a video screen was used. This model was intended to be product ready, requiring all of the mundane, but necessary, features to make it practical.
As an addition to the goal oriented navigation, an error correction system was found to be necessary.
Occasionally, the vehicle would be diverted from its defined operating area and wander down the hallway where no navigation beacon exists. To alleviate this problem, an error correction system was devised by utilizing peripheral beacons specifically for recovery purposes. These beacons are placed at edges of the defined work environment, in areas where the vehicle is not aIlowed to go. They provide explicit instructions on how to get back to the defined area. 
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Battery removal cart Cybcr IV was developed as an Autonomous Intelligent Vehicle (AIV), for the hospital market; and beta tested (i991) at the Lahcy Clinic of Burlington, Mass., where it was promptly and affectionately named "Lab
Rover." After beta testing was completed, Lab Rover has continucd to remain "in service" for over two years, delivering biological samples to various labs, proving that a system based on this technology can be reliable and cost effective.
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While Cyber V required no new major concepts, a range of enhancements, 
Conclusion:
We believe that Cyber V is now ready for the market place and are now installing Cyber V systems in various applications.
We expect that new problems may arise and solutions must be found. This technology is now ready for the commercial market place and are now shipping systems to customers and licen_d OEM dealers.
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